We overview our recent results on polarisation dynamics of vector solitons in erbium doped fibre laser mode locked with carbon nanotubes. Our experimental and theoretical study revealed new families of vector solitons for fundamental and bound-state soliton operations. The observed scenario of the evolution of the states of polarisation (SOPs) on the Poincare sphere includes fast polarisation switching between two and three SOPs along with slow SOP evolution on a double scroll chaotic attractor. The underlying physics presents an interplay between effects of birefringence of the laser cavity and light induced anisotropy caused by polarisation hole burning.
INTRODUCTION
Mode locked fibre laser (MLFL) as a source of femtosecond pulse train with the states of polarisation (SOPs) either locked or evolving at different time scales from nanoseconds to microseconds (dissipative vector solitons, DVS [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ) is an attractive system in the context of applications for trapping and manipulation of atoms and nanoparticles, control of magnetization, and secure communications [6] [7] [8] . Our recent experimental study [3, 4] revealed a variety DVSs which cannot be characterised in terms of previously used coupled either nonlinear Schrödinger or Ginzburg-Landau equations [1, 2] . Some of the DVSs with slowly evolving SOPs, including chaotic double scroll attractor, have been found theoretically based on a new vector model accounting for the vector nature of the interaction between an optical field and an erbium doped active medium [3, 5] . To explain transition from DVSs with slowly evolving SOPs to DVSs with fast evolving SOPs observed in our previous papers [3, 4] , herein we further upgrade our model by studying interplay between combined fibre-polarisation controller (POC) in-cavity birefringence and polarisation hole burning. Erbium doped fibre laser mode locked with carbon nanotubes is shown in Fig. 1 [3, 4] . The laser output was analysed with the help of slow (1 µs resolution time, Thorlabs IPM 5300) and fast (2 ns 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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In this experiment, the in-cavity and pump polarisation controllers have been tuned to obtain the polarisation attractors shown in Fig. 2 (a1-c1) for fundamental and bound state solitons. [3, 4] : a1) fundamental soliton operation [3] ; b1), c1) bound state soliton operation [4] 
Figure 2. a) Slow and b), c) fast evolution of vector solitons in terms of Stokes parameters evolution in the Poincaré sphere. a1)-c1) experimental study
; a2)-c2) modelling with parameters: a2) L b1 =500 L, b2) L b1 =3 L, c2) L b1 =2 L [5].
MODELLING POLARISATION DYNAMICS OF ERBIUM DOPED MODE LOCKED LASER
To explain experimentally observed transition from fast to slow SOP evolution shown in Fig. 1(a1-c1) we have modified our previous model [3] by accounting for combined fibre-POC birefringence [5] . As a result equations for SOP evolution in terms of vector 
Where D ij are elements of the 2×2 matrix describing gain, L b1 is the beat length for combined fibre-POC birefringence, γ is the Kerr coefficient, I ss is the signal saturation power, L is the cavity length. Equations (2) are derived in Ref. [5] under assumption of fundamental soliton operation. For an analytical study of SOP evolution, we substitute 
By tuning in-cavity polarisation controller we can change combined fibre-POC birefringence from isotropic case to the case of high birefringent cavity. For the case of weak birefringence, i.e. L b1 >>L, instability of the symmetric steady state solution with the Stokes vector S = (S 0 , 0, 0 ± 1) results in emergence of a double scroll attractor located at the Poincaré sphere [3] . For high birefringence strength (L b1 ~ L ) and To illustrate interplay between birefringence and polarisation hole burning, we solve equations derived in Ref. [5] numerically by varying beat length L b1 , and using parameters values quite close to the experimental ones [3, 4] . The results for δ = 1 (circularly polarised pump) are shown in Fig. 1 (a2-c2) . As follows from Figs. 2 (a2-c2), weak birefringence can distort spiral attractor and results in SOP localisation close to the circle s 2 2 + s 3 2 = 1 [5] . In line with Eq. (3), SOP is reproduced in n round trips with a drift caused by polarisation hole burning.
The obtained theoretical results are in a good agreement with our experimental data obtained previously for fundamental, bound state (BS) and multipulse (MP) soliton operations [3, 4] . It is likely that ansatz which separates fast and slow time variables can be used for different pulse shapes with fixed pulse widths also, viz. for Gaussian in the case of normal dispersion. In addition, if SOPs for adjacent pulses in bound state soliton regimes are the same and phase shift and pulse separation for BS are fixed, Eqs. (2) can be still valid to describe SOP evolution as shown in Refs. [3, 4] . To describe SOP evolution for the soliton regimes with evolving pulse parameters, the more general equations derived in Ref. [5] have to be used.
CONCLUSIONS
We report on experimental and theoretical study of vector solitons with slowly and fast evolving states of polarisation based on new vector model of an erbium doped fibre laser with carbon nanotubes mode locker. To explain transition from slowly to fast evolving vector solitons we developed a new vector model of MLFL that goes beyond the limitations of the previously used models based on either coupled nonlinear Schrödinger or Ginzburg-Landau equations. We demonstrate that with increased combined fibre-POC birefringence strength, fast pulse-to-pulse SOP rotation dominates over polarisation hole burning and so slowly evolving double scroll polarisation attractor is transformed to the fast periodic attractors in the Poincaré sphere slightly distorted by pulse-to-pulse SOP drift.
